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E-tolls, licence blocking,
insurance and legality

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE
of some HOT TOPICS

PRICE WATCH

Fired Up!
By Johann Mynhardt, SAU CEO

We’ve dedicated this edition to some
seemingly flammable topics and some

We conducted another survey to see how we measure up
against our competitors. Below are some highlights:

teambuilding strategies to fuel ideas and
productivity through the last quarter of
the year.
Ian Thomas, author of The Power of the
Pride, said that the success of a team
is because of the individual and the
success of the individual is because of
the team. We believe that when it comes
to the dynamic between task, team and
individual there is a lot that can be learnt
from the kings of the animal kingdom.
Lions remind us to utilise our unique
strengths to thrive as a team. Because
the strength of the team is so dependent
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prey with success rates of up to 30%
higher than their counterparts that hunt
in isolation, such as the tiger or leopard.
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This analogy speaks volumes for the
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allows them to take down much larger
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superpower that is a streamlined team.

Take pride and prosper!
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team to secure food. Hunting in groups
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lionesses harness the power of their
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males protect the pride, while the
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member of the pride has a role. The
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NEWS

E-tolls, licence blocking, insurance and legality
Following deputy president Cyril Ramaphosa’s

Zakes Sondiyazi, motor manager at the South

Dembovsky says in a JPSA press release that whilst

announcement of a “new dispensation” for e-tolls

African Insurance Association (SAIA), says the

withholding licence discs may sound easy it “may

last week, many Gauteng road users are assessing

oganisation is concerned about the possibility of

not pass constitutional muster since, among other

their risks going forward.

motorists not being able to obtain their licence discs

things, it would be tantamount forcing a person who

upon renewal.

has in fact paid licence fees to renew their licence

According to Ramaphosa little will change for road

but to whom a licence disc has been refused to

users who used to pay their e-tolls regularly. The few

“At this stage we do not have a formal position on

contravene the National Road Traffic Regulations,

who travel the e-toll roads regularly and used to pay

the matter as it is still early days and we believe it

2000 by not displaying a current licence as

up to R450 per month, will in the new dispensation

will still take some time for the DoT to amend the

prescribed.”

pay no more than the reduced cap of R225 per

regulations to give them the legal authority to refuse

month (light motor vehicles).

to issue the disc due to outstanding toll fees.”

The biggest benefits are however aimed at the non-

Sondiyazi says SAIA members will be discussing

still have to be published to authorize the withholding

compliant road users, some of whom have huge

the implication of the announcement at its Motor

of the disc for outstanding e-tolls. It is already being

amounts outstanding as their tariffs were multiplied

Committee on June 11, taking into account it may

done in the case of outstanding traffice fines.

by almost six times compared to the discounted

take up to 18 months to amend the regulations.

DoT spokesperson Tiyani Rikhotso confirms that
regulations in terms of the National Road Trafiic Act

e-tag tariffs.

The public will get an opportunity to comment on the
“It should however be noted that it will very much

draft regulations, Rikhotso says.

Going forward, they will be liable for double (60c/

depend on the policy wordings of our members

km) the tariff e-tag holders and those without e-tags

which may differ from company to company. Most

While the detailed text will only be available later,

are charged (30c/km) if they pay on time.

policies makes provision that the vehicle insured

retired legal expert prof. Marinus Wiechers does

must be in a roadworthy condition and as you

not agree with Alberts and Dembovsky that the

The historic arrears will be reduced by 60% and

know the renewal of a vehicle license disc does not

withholding of licence disc may be unlawful.

they have six months to pay it. Sanral has however

mean the vehicle is still in a road worthy condition

indicated to Moneyweb that road users will be

(apart from vehicles which are being used to convey

He says it is actually quite a clever move by

allowed to conclude payment agreements if the six

passengers for reward which requires a road worthy

government and believes it will be within

month period is not enough.

certificate at each licence renewal),” he says.

government’s authority to do so. He points out failing

Road users who still refuse to pay

The legality of withholding the licence disc has been

on its own, but whether that will be enough of a

their e-tolls will be hit when they

questioned by, among others, Freedom Front Plus

deterrant to convince motorists to pay their e-tolls,

MP adv. Anton Alberts and transport activist Howard

remains to be seen, he says.

to display a valid licence disc is an infringement

try to renew their vehicle licences,
Ramaphosa said.

Dembovski of the Justice Project SA (JPSA).
He says from a Constitutional point of view the
Alberts calls it “unconstitutional and unlawful” and

test will be whether the measure will be a justified

According to the Department of Transport (DoT) the

bases his statement on a legal opinion that it will

limitation to the right to administrative justice. In

renewal as such will be allowed, but the licence disk

offend the right to administrative justice by failing to

order for the limitation to be justified, it has to be

will be held back.

give the offender the opportunity to state his case.

reasonable.

So what does that mean from an
insurance point of view?

“It also constitutes a contravention of the Consumer

He further points out that the refusal to pay e-tolls

Protection Act when something like a licence is

is not the only option open to motorists. If they pay

Head of corporate affairs at Santam Donald Kau

withheld due to the non-payment of an unrelated

their e-tolls or avoid using the e-tolled roads, they

says: “The short answer is that in terms of our

debt,” Alberts says.

will be entitled to be issued with licence discs upon

Personal Policy wording, it is immaterial if the

renewal.

vehicle is registered or not. So withholding of vehicle

“As a result motorists will be in a position where

licences will not affect cover. Cover is excluded only

they will have no choice but to break the law by

if the vehicle is not roadworthy.”

driving with unlicensed vehicles,” he says.
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Scratch & Dent
Be Aware of How You Work
Though you may be in-charge, how you work may not be appreciated by those who work
for you. You may have good intentions, but make sure you hold yourself accountable to
course-correct and modify your approach if necessary to assure that you’re leading from
a position of strength and respectability.

Get to Know the Rest of the Team
G
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A restorative solution for your
vehicle for the repair of minor
dents, chips and scratches

Fully knowing your team means that you have invested the time to understand how
they are wired to think and what is required to motivate them to excel beyond what is
expected from them.

Clearly Define Roles & Responsibilities
Each of your team member’s responsibilities must be interconnected and dependent
upon one another. This is not unlike team sports, where some players are known as
“system players” – meaning that, although they may not be the most talented person on
the team, they know how to work best within the “system”. This is why you must have a
keen eye for talent that can evaluate people not only on their ability to play a particular

FROM OUR BC’S

role – but even more so on whether they fit the workplace culture (the system) and will
be a team player.

Be Proactive with Feedback
Feedback is the key to assuring any team is staying on track, but more importantly that it

•

•
•
•

Some reminders from your
friendly Broker Consultants:

is improving each day. Feedback should be proactive and constant. Many leaders are

 emember you are always welcome to refer a new
R
client even if you’ve already received a quote via
FlashQuote
We’re always willing to assist with product training.
We’ll even help you get setup with a free website.
Please don’t hesitate to contact us
- we’re here to help...

Take the time to remind someone of how and what they can be
doing better. Learn from them. Don’t complicate the process of
constructive feedback. Feedback is two-way communication.

prone to wait until a problem occurs before they give feedback.

Acknowledge and Reward
With proactive feedback comes acknowledgement and reward. People love recognition,

SAU BROKER CONSULTANTS - AT YOUR SERVICE
Frikkie Le Grange JHB | 083 306 5924
frikkie.legrange@saunderwriters.com
Melissa Sorour JHB | 071 229 0419
melissa.sorour@saunderwriters.com
Erika Hough JHB | 082 308 4140
erika.hough@saunderwriters.com
Mandie Mancer KZN | 084 499 6146
mandie.mancer@saunderwriters.com
Charlene Steyn KZN | 079 493 2662
charlene.steyn@saunderwriters.com
Chantall Nortje CPT | 082 229 0219
chantall.nortje@saunderwriters.com

but are most appreciative of respect. Take the time to give your teammates the proper
accolades they have earned and deserve. I have seen too many leaders take performance
for granted because they don’t believe that one should be rewarded for “doing their job”.

Always Celebrate Success
At a time when uncertainty is being dealt with each day, you must take the time to
celebrate success. This goes beyond acknowledgment – this is about taking a step-back
and reflecting on what you have accomplished and what you have learned throughout
the journey.
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You might have noticed that
we’ve revamped our logo...
Be sure to get your updated artwork via SAU4U.
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SAU remains
committed to
accepting business
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CLICK HERE • FEEL VALUED
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Some Ways to Boost Employee Morale
Since employee morale
can quickly build or break a
company’s success, effective
leaders often keep a close
eye on it and enlist simple
and creative approaches to
strengthen it.
FULL ARTICLE

Keep employees feeling their work is more than just a job
Everyone wants to feel that his or her work has a higher purpose. Sometimes,
though, that purpose gets lost in the day-to-day grind.

Take time to creatively celebrate accomplishments.
It’s natural to focus on what’s ahead rather than reflect on how much has been
achieved. Taking time to reflect, though, helps employees appreciate how much
they have done.

Grant time off to employees to pursue projects they are
passionate about
Personal projects can provide an energizing break from regular responsibilities
and can serve as a source of innovation for a company. Atlassian, a developer of
collaboration software based in Sydney, encourages creativity during its “FedEx
Day.” During this event, all 62 employees can work on anything that excites them.
Employees have 24 hours to deliver a project (thus the name, FedEx Day). From
these ideas, Atlassian has adopted more than a dozen projects, ranging from
product upgrades to process improvements.

Train employees to develop positive attitudes
During the height of the recession in 2009, employee morale became a big issue
for 4Imprint, a maker of customized promotional products. The company’s training
team decided to try to boost morale by setting up classes for the 419 employees to
watch and discuss videos with inspiring themes like Lance Armstrong’s comeback
from cancer and the friendly culture at Southwest Airlines.

The warm weather means it’s finally
socially acceptable to eat as much ice
cream as I do all year.

WHEN PEOPLE TELL ME

“YOU’RE GONNA
REGRET THAT IN
THE MORNING”

ON THE LIGHTER SIDE
of these HOT TOPICS

Finally, my winter fat is gone!!!

NOW I HAVE SPRING
ROLLS INSTEAD.

How I feel when trying
to get out of bed in the
morning

Never laugh at your
wife’s choices...
YOU ARE ONE OF THEM

I SLEEP UNTIL NOON
BECAUSE I’M A
PROBLEM SOLVER

I wish seeing my old flame didn’t make
me want to set myself on fire!

Some fun with special effects

Passion encompassed

Preview: The Secret Life of Pets
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